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Abstract: Fatigue lifetime of offshore pipelines with semi-elliptical circumferential surface cracks
is often underestimated. An accurate prediction of the pipeline structural integrity is nevertheless
important in order to prevent unnecessary and expensive downtime, failures leading to leakage or
spillage of pipeline contents to the surrounding environment, and ultimately improve the reliability of
the pipeline. The estimation of crack growth in pipelines under varying loads is highly dependent on
the calculation of crack driving parameters, such as the stress intensity factor and the crack tip opening
displacement (CTOD) using the 3D J-integral or its equivalent. This paper presents a numerical study
to predict the fatigue lifetime of cracks in pipes, determining the J-integral that includes first and
second derivatives of the displacement field for pipes containing a range of circumferential surface
cracks. A pipe segment is structurally loaded and stress intensity factors (SIF) evaluated using the
finite element method (FEM). Based on the results, a number-of-cycles to failure curve shows a longer
lifetime than previously predicted by about 5% for a pipe with semi-elliptical external surface cracks.
In addition, they indicate that the external short cracks are more dangerous than the internal long
surface crack hereby requiring earlier assessment.

Keywords: finite element method; J-integral; stress intensity factor; circumferential surface crack;
fatigue crack growth life; offshore pipeline

1. Introduction

Although some pipelines exhibit certain levels of defect tolerance, it is fundamental to accurately
detect, examine and monitor the growth of these defects at an early stage to aid the prediction of the
residual operating life of the structure and subsequently minimise the risk of unexpected failures through
risk-based management that determine proper inspection intervals and maintenance procedures [1].
The defect detection and examination stage of a pipeline’s lifecycle typically involves obtaining
defect information through acceptable inspection, monitoring, testing and analysis techniques. These
techniques include hydrostatic testing [2], non-destructive evaluation (NDE) and in-line inspection
(ILI) [1].

Fatigue assessment where stable micro-crack growth occurs can be obtained based on the stress-life
(S-N) curves-based approaches or the fracture mechanics approach. The S-N curve data are obtained
from experiments and are typically used to assess non-planar flaws, e.g., corrosion, while the fracture
mechanics approach can be applied to describe the fatigue behaviour of planar flaws such as cracks,
and lack of fusion or penetration using an engineering critical assessment (ECA) [3]. This procedure
can be used to assess the criticality of flaws found in service pipelines and to make informed decisions
whether the flaws are to be accepted or rejected, and if repair or replacement of the pipeline component
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is necessary. The application of ECA acceptance criteria in the assessment of pipeline girth welds can
significantly reduce the costs for pipeline integrity management by minimizing unnecessary repairs.

Previous researchers have also revealed that the factors significantly influencing the initiation
and/or propagation of crack-like defects in pipes and pipeline welds include installation and operating
conditions (i.e., high pressure and high temperature) [4,5], material properties of the pipe and pipeline
weld, weld geometry, and crack size, location and orientation [6,7]. Advancements in pipeline materials
and fracture mechanisms are, therefore, of great importance leading to an increased trend in the
application of computer software to solve crack problems for defect assessment and growth in pipelines
to predict residual lifetime [8–13], with the possibility of reducing the need for repairs and delays
imposed. Today, the basic criteria for fracture mechanics have been formulated and with the help of
analytical and numerical models, solutions to various problems can be obtained.

The stress intensity factor (SIF) is used in crack growth prediction to assess whether a specific
crack causes a structural component to fracture [6,8,11,14–18]. Most of the numerical studies on
surface cracked offshore metallic pipes readily available in open literature focus on the growth of
shallower surface cracks (a/c < 1.0) due to cracks detected at inspection having small aspect ratios [19].
For example, in [8] the SIFs of surface cracks up to aspect ratios of a/c < 1.0 were presented based on
contour integral evaluation on each mesh element node along the crack front. However, cracks with
high aspect ratio (a/c > 1.0) may exist in offshore metallic pipes owing to corrosion or a coalescence of
multiple cracks. One of the objectives of this paper is to, therefore, study the circumferential crack
growth of surface cracks in an offshore metallic pipe up to an aspect ratio of a/c = 1.6. Furthermore,
most of the previous work, for example, [6,9–19], address either the effects of longitudinal cracks or
external circumferential cracks under different loading (e.g., internal pressure, bending, and/or torsion)
on SIF estimations. Analytical solutions to calculate the SIFs for circumferential surface cracks in pipes
subjected to tension and bending loads were developed by [20] for a/c ratios up to 1.0 and later adopted
in flaw assessment guides e.g., [3]. In addition to a crack aspect ratio limit of 1.0, the study by [20]
only considered a range of external surface cracks to estimate geometry correction factors presented
in tabular form. This can prove infeasible especially when the need for a continuous evaluation of
SIFs during crack propagation arises. To address this, the current work in this paper through FEM
proposes a modified version of Raju–Newman method by introducing a weighted function to estimate
the geometry correction factor for internal and external surface cracks in metallic pipes subjected
to tension.

Difficulties arise in the direct evaluation of the SIF from the local state at a crack tip due to the high
stress singularity in that region or substantial plasticity. To account for this, more indirect energy-based
methods are employed instead. A fracture parameter used to calculate crack driving force is the crack
tip opening displacement (CTOD) [13,21]. This is a measure of the distance between crack faces before
unstable crack propagation occurs and it is the preferred method of determining crack driving forces
experimentally. Nonetheless, there are several ways to define CTOD [22], which may lead to different
values for the same specimen with respect to the adopted definition in fitness for service assessments.
Therefore, unlike the J-integral approach, which is theoretically sound and robust, a CTOD definition
needs to be established. Another example of such methods is the J-integral. The J-integral, a path
independent integral [23], due to its robustness and simplicity is used to evaluate stress intensity factors
(SIFs) and characterise stable crack growth [24]. Originally developed for 2D cases, the J-integral is
computed along a line integral path which encloses a crack tip. A distinct advantage of using the
J-integral to define crack tip severity in computational fracture mechanics is its ability to be accurately
estimated far away from the crack tip region of high stress and strain gradients. The J-integral is
also known to represent the energy release rate per unit crack extension in elastic-plastic materials.
The J-integral and SIF are the most widely used in investigating the fracture response of structures.
However, most structural components are of complex geometries and under realistic loading, therefore,
a general analytical solution does not exist.
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Engineering critical assessment of a 3D crack loading provide a means of associating the severity
of cracks or crack-like defects with the operating conditions of the pipeline by assuming that fracture
occurs when the fracture mechanics parameter reaches a critical value. For simplicity, we assume half
of the pipe thickness as the final crack depth in this paper. According to a research on fatigue crack
shape evolution by [25], cracks generally exhibit irregular crack fronts on initiation. However, these
cracks develop rapidly into approximate semi-elliptical shapes in response to cyclic loading due to
fatigue. Therefore, this study assumes cracks of semi-elliptical shape. A method for the evaluation of
3D J-integral, by applying the second derivative of displacement field to calculate a surface integral
term which constitutes the total 3D J-integral is investigated in [26]. In comparison to the method
applied in [8], this method uses an arbitrary 2D domain surrounding and perpendicular to the 3D crack
front to evaluate the J-integral at any point on the crack front. Another objective of this paper is to
apply the method presented in [26] to develop accurate 3D SIF solutions for a range of circumferential
semi-elliptical cracks in pipes using COMSOL Multiphysics software [27]. To our knowledge, the
capability of the software to evaluate 3D J-integral and SIFs to include the effect of an additional surface
integral term has not been clearly established. This paper therefore demonstrates the application of
the software to evaluate the 3D J-integral and SIFs for circumferential semi-elliptical cracks based
on the output results of stress, strain and displacement. The SIF solutions are subsequently used for
the fatigue crack growth assessments of pipes in fitness-for-service assessment based on the BS 7910
standard. To validate the COMSOL Multiphysics model in the estimation of J-integral and SIF values,
a study was performed on a cylindrical model containing an internal and external through-wall circular
crack. Results from the analyses were compared with results obtained from previous works [26,28]
and showed good agreement. Furthermore, due to the lack of study on circumferential internal surface
crack in metallic pipe under tension which is also suggested in [19], analyses on a typical offshore
pipeline containing internal and external surface cracks, respectively, are presented herein.

2. 3-D J-Integral and Stress Intensity Factor Model

By assuming a planar crack surface, at any point of a 3D crack front, the J-integral can be defined
locally varying along the crack front. The local value of the J-integral at any point of the crack front is
given by Equation (1) [29], which is the sum of a line integral along a path Γ and a surface integral in
the domain:

Jk(s) =
∫

Γ

(
Wnk − tiui,k

)
ds +

∫
A(Γ)

(
Wδk3 − σi3ui,k

)
,3

dA
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where s is a point along the crack front, W is the elastic strain energy density, 𝑛  is the unit normal 
vector to the integration path in the outward direction, 𝑡  is Cauchy stress tensor, 𝑢 is the 
displacement vector u of node i, 𝑢 ,  is the derivative of 𝑢  against the Kth element, s is the 
isoparametric coordinate, 𝛿 is the Kronecker delta, 𝜎  is the stress tensor, 𝛤 is the line integration 
path surrounding the crack tip, and A is the domain bounded by 𝛤 for surface integration. Equation 
(1) formulates the 3D J-integral as the sum of a line and surface integral term, respectively. 
Displacements and stresses are obtained by direct results in finite element software therefore, the line 
integral term of the equation is easily evaluated. However, the surface integral term requires the 
second derivatives of the displacement field which is not readily available in the software 
implemented in this paper. The surface integral term of the equation can be insignificant if the J-
integral is constant with respect to the crack front coordinate. However, strong stress and strain 
gradients, for example, at the specimen surface, can largely increase the magnitude of the surface 
integral [26]. 

Line Integral Surface Integral 
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(1)

where s is a point along the crack front, W is the elastic strain energy density, nk is the unit normal
vector to the integration path in the outward direction, ti is Cauchy stress tensor, ui is the displacement
vector u of node i, ui,k is the derivative of ui against the Kth element, s is the isoparametric coordinate,
δ is the Kronecker delta, σi j is the stress tensor, Γ is the line integration path surrounding the crack tip,
and A is the domain bounded by Γ for surface integration. Equation (1) formulates the 3D J-integral
as the sum of a line and surface integral term, respectively. Displacements and stresses are obtained
by direct results in finite element software therefore, the line integral term of the equation is easily
evaluated. However, the surface integral term requires the second derivatives of the displacement field
which is not readily available in the software implemented in this paper. The surface integral term of
the equation can be insignificant if the J-integral is constant with respect to the crack front coordinate.
However, strong stress and strain gradients, for example, at the specimen surface, can largely increase
the magnitude of the surface integral [26].
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Chiarelli [29] proposed a formula for calculating the line and surface integral terms, (JL)1(Γ) and
(JA)1(Γ) respectively, with respect to a local reference system (x, y, z) (see Figure 1) as:

(JL)1(Γ) =
1
2

∫
Γ(σxxεxx + σyyεyy + σzzεzz + σxyγxy + σzyγzy

+σzxγzx)dy

−

∫
Γ(σxxnx + σxyny + σxznz)

∂u
∂x ds

−

∫
Γ(σxynx + σyyny + σyznz)

∂v
∂x ds−

∫
Γ(σxznx

+σzyny + σzznz)
∂w
∂x ds

(2)

where:
εxx =

1
E
[σxx − v

(
σyy + σzz

]
εyy =

1
E
[σyy − v(σzz + σxx]

εzz =
1
E
[σzz − v

(
σxx + σyy

]
γxy =

2(1 + v)
E

σxy

γzy =
2(1 + v)

E
σzy

γzx =
2(1 + v)

E
σzx

(JA)1(Γ) =
∫

A

{
∂σxz

∂z
∂u
∂x

+ σxz
∂2u
∂x∂z

+
∂σyz

∂z
∂v
∂x

+ σyz
∂2v
∂x∂z

+
∂σzz

∂z
∂w
∂x

+ σzz
∂2w
∂x∂z

}
dA (3)

Equations (2) and (3) show that the line integral term (JL)k of the J-integral depends on stresses
and displacements while the surface integral term (JA)k in the domain bounded by the line integral
path depends on the derivatives of stresses and displacements. The first term of Equation (2) is the
equation for calculating the total strain energy for a generalized stress state. This factor is a variable
readily available in [27].
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By assuming plain strain conditions and a linear elastic material, the J-integral can be related to
the stress intensity factor using the follow expression:

K =

√
J1E

1− v2 (4)

where J is the J-integral value at the deepest point or surface of the crack and E and v are the material’s
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.

3. Stress Intensity Factors of Surface Cracks in Cylindrical Pipes

The J-integral values are calculated from integral paths, otherwise known as contours, set around
the crack tip. A sensitivity analysis was carried out on the contours to determine the optimum contour
that demonstrates a stable result for the J-integral and corresponding stress intensity factor. The
following cases present the application and validation of the J-integral method used in this study.
These example problems were selected to aid comparisons with previous study.

3.1. Cylindrical Pipe with Internal and External Circumferential Through-Wall Crack

These problems represent pipes with circumferential through-wall crack on the internal and
external surfaces respectively as shown in Figure 2. The inner and outer radii for both cases are
ri = 40 mm and ro = 50 mm, respectively. The pipe’s thickness is assumed as t = 10 mm with a
circumferential surface-through crack depth of a = 5 mm. Both pipes are subjected to an axial stress of
10 MPa.
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Using symmetry, the geometry is simplified by modelling on 1/4th of the pipe in the circumferential
direction and half of the geometry in the longitudinal direction with the crack located at its centre.
A symmetry condition was applied from the crack tip to the inner or outer boundary of the pipe
depending on the crack location to demonstrate a crack-like effect when a load is applied. The total
length of the pipe was chosen to be 10 times the wall thickness to avoid any significant end-effects.
Symmetric boundary conditions were applied such that the crack is set free and an internal or external
crack is defined depending on what boundary is selected (as shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Boundary conditions applied for internal and external cracks.

The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the pipe material are chosen to be E = 207 GPa and
v = 0.3, respectively. A 3D finite element mesh consisting of a total of 18,990 elements (16,650 prisms
and 2340 hexahedra) was applied. A high level of mesh refinement is required around the crack region
to enable accurate results from the deformed geometry (Figure 4). Based on the size of the first contour
which is also used as a mesh partition, the minimum element size in this region was set to 0.25 mm.
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To demonstrate the path independency of the J-integral, the SIF values have been evaluated for
seven different rectangular contour paths as shown in Figure 5. The dimensions for the paths used
for the sensitivity analysis of the SIF are specified in Table 1 where the last contour path (contour 7)
coincides with the thickness of the pipe.
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Figure 5. Line and surface integration paths for J-integral independence study.

It is clear from these results that the J-integral is independent of the integration path with small
discrepancies in the values due to the approximate nature of finite element solutions. From the SIF
values obtained in Table 1, it is safe to make a conservative assumption by taking the mean value of
the SIF as 60.443 N/mm3/2. Similarly, the same approach was applied on the external crack, Table 2,
with the mean SIF values estimated as 67.622 N/mm3/2.
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Table 1. Computational SIF values obtained for seven integration paths on the internal crack.

Contour
Path no.

Path Dimensions
(mm ×mm)

JL (×10−2
)

(N/mm)
JA (×10−2)
(N/mm)

J1 (×10−2)
(N/mm)

SIF, K1
(N/mm3/2)

1 5× 2 1.6376 −0.0262 1.6113 60.542

2 5.5× 4 1.6385 −0.0330 1.6055 60.432

3 6.5× 6 1.6381 −0.0326 1.6055 60.432

4 7.5× 7.5 1.6346 −0.0293 1.6053 60.429

5 8× 8.5 1.6309 −0.0259 1.6050 60.424

6 8.5× 9.5 1.6270 −0.0219 1.6051 60.425

7 9× 10 1.6246 −0.0199 1.6046 60.416

Table 2. Computational SIF values obtained for seven integration paths on the external crack.

Contour
Path no.

Path Dimensions
(mm ×mm)

JL(×10−2)
(N/mm)

JA (×10−2)
(N/mm)

J1 (×10−2)
(N/mm)

SIF, K1
(N/mm3/2)

1 5× 2 1.9760 0.0289 2.0049 67.533

2 5.5× 4 1.9718 0.0386 2.0104 67.625

3 6.5× 6 1.9691 0.0422 2.0113 67.640

4 7.5× 7.5 1.9680 0.0433 2.0113 67.640

5 8× 8.5 1.9683 0.0432 2.0115 67.643

6 8.5× 9.5 1.9682 0.0433 2.0114 67.642

7 9× 10 1.9670 0.0440 2.0110 67.634

The average ratios of JA/J1 for the internal and external cracks case study are 0.016 and 0.02,
respectively. The stress state in the pipe wall is nearly close to a flat plate with plane strain condition.
Therefore, reducing the internal radius of the pipe would increase the effect of the surface integral term,
JA, on the total J-integral value as shown in Table 3 with a constant contour path size of 7.5 mm× 5 mm.
The surface integral term, if neglected, can lead to significant errors in the corresponding SIF value.

Table 3. Computed J-integral values using the current method and showing the effect of the surface
integral term.

Internal Through-Wall Crack External Through-Wall Crack

ri(mm) JL (×10−2)
(N/mm)

JA (×10−2)
(N/mm)

J1 (×10−2)
(N/mm)

JA/J1
JL (×10−2)
(N/mm)

JA (×10−2)
(N/mm)

J1 (×10−2)
(N/mm)

JA/J1

30 0.8966 −0.03353 0.86306 −0.03885 9.5833 0.14102 9.7244 0.014502

31 0.9188 −0.03327 0.88557 −0.03757 8.5223 0.12306 8.6454 0.014234

32 0.9449 −0.03313 0.91176 −0.03634 7.5497 0.10607 7.6558 0.013855

33 0.9757 −0.03311 0.94254 −0.03513 6.6553 0.091188 6.7465 0.013516

34 1.0126 −0.03322 0.9794 −0.03392 5.8297 0.078257 5.9079 0.013246

35 1.0578 −0.03346 1.0244 −0.03267 5.0639 0.066976 5.1309 0.013053

36 1.1143 −0.03386 1.0804 −0.03134 4.3495 0.057234 4.4068 0.012988

37 1.1864 −0.0344 1.152 −0.02986 3.679 0.048858 3.7279 0.013106

38 1.2808 −0.03505 1.2458 −0.02814 3.0464 0.041574 3.088 0.013463

39 1.4086 −0.03571 1.3729 −0.02601 2.4484 0.035131 2.4835 0.014146

40 1.5884 −0.03607 1.5523 −0.02324 1.8852 0.029085 1.9143 0.015194
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The stress intensity factors obtained from the numerical analyses were compared with analytical
results from [28] and numerical results from [26] which are shown in Table 4. Analytical equations for
circumferential surface cracks yielded values of 61.075 N/mm3/2 and 67.971 N/mm3/2 for internal and
external cracks, respectively. Average numerical results obtained for the stress intensity factors were
60.443 N/mm3/2 for the internal crack and 67.622 N/mm3/2 for the external crack, leading to errors of
1.1% and 0.5%, respectively. These results show good agreement and increase the confidence level for
the application of the present methodology.

Table 4. Comparison of SIF values using present method with [26,28].

Case Current Method
(N/mm3/2)

Tada et al.
(N/mm3/2)

Absolute Error
(%)

Hakimelahi et al.
(N/mm3/2)

Absolute Error
(%)

(a) 60.443 61.075 1.0 59.703 1.2
(b) 67.622 67.971 0.5 67.450 0.3

A sensitivity analysis on the pipe with the internal crack was executed to examine the sufficiency
and justify the chosen pipe length of 10 times the wall thickness in avoidance of significant end-effects
on the SIFs. The result of this is presented in Figure 6 and shows that the SIF converges at a pipe length
of 50 mm, which corresponds to 10 times the wall thickness considering symmetry.
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Figure 6. Convergence study to evaluate the optimum pipe length for the avoidance of load end-effects.

3.2. Plain Pipe with External Semi-Elliptical Surface Crack

Further analysis was carried out on a pipe geometry that is a typical representation of the pipe
used in offshore pipeline [8]. The pipe geometry considered is described by its internal radius,
Ri = 160.5 mm and wall thickness, t = 20.9 mm, while the crack is defined by its depth, a and width, c.
The length of the pipeline segment is assumed as 10 times the thickness, and the crack is located on the
outer surface at the mid-section as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Geometry of a plain pipe with a circumferential surface crack indicating the geometry of the
pipe and circumferential surface crack.

Figure 8 shows the circumferentially cracked pipe and crack dimensions subjected to a tensile
load, T = 80 MPa with material properties Young’s modulus, E = 210 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, v = 0.3.
The pipe material is made from API 5L Grade X65 steel, a material widely used for offshore oil and
gas pipelines [30] with a yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and fracture toughness (KIc) of
450 MPa, 535 MPa and 280 MPa

√
m, respectively. The model is further simplified to effectively save

computational time and memory. By applying symmetry, a quarter-pipe geometry is modelled through
the sectioning of the pipe along its circumferential and longitudinal axes. The loading and boundary
conditions were executed by applying symmetry on the boundary of the pipe containing the crack i.e.,
y = L/2, and the two cross-sectional faces normal to the z-axis. The length of the pipe in the present
analysis is chosen as L = 5 × t, which is sufficient to capture the response discontinuity caused by the
crack. A tensile load, T is applied at the free end of the pipe and a prescribed displacement constraint,
Ux = 0 is applied on a point at the bottom surface of the pipe to suppress rigid body motion.
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The J-integral is evaluated using the derivatives of the displacement field obtained from an
arbitrary 2D domain bordering and perpendicular to the crack front as shown in Figure 9. The analysis
by [8] used ABAQUS software [31], applying the domain integral method based on the formulation
described by [32] to evaluate the J-integral, and defining the integration domain with rings of elements
surrounding the nodes along the crack front from one crack face to the opposite crack face. This means
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that the J-integral can only be derived at the element nodes along the crack front. However, the method
used in this work makes it possible to derive the J-integral on any point along the crack front. Eighteen
different models with different crack sizes were studied to compare the current work with results
presented in [8]. Three different crack aspect ratios, a/c equals 1, 0.5 and 0.25, and six different crack
depth-to-thickness ratios (a/t) of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 were evaluated. The model mesh is
optimized to ensure efficiency in the computational analysis and correctly estimate the high stress/strain
gradients in the critical parts of the model. Discretized with quadratic shape functions to give a better
representation of the curved crack geometry, the completed mesh for the largest crack size consists
of 17,862 elements including 9022 prisms and 8840 hexahedra. The application of a coarse mesh in
the regions of less interest reduces the computational requirements of the model without significantly
influencing the accuracy of the results as demonstrated in Figures 10 and 11. However, high level of
mesh refinement (Figure 12) is applied in the crack region of the pipe to obtain accurate J-integral and
corresponding stress intensity factor values from the deformed crack shape.
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Figure 11. Mesh convergence study showing that the mesh element size in the region of less interest,
such as the thickness direction of the pipe, does not significantly affect the SIF results.
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Figure 12. Pipe mesh with a detailed view of the mesh refinement in the crack region.

For line integration, the J-integral contour path is needed to cross the nodal points of the mesh
elements. However, the elements that are not completely in the domain for surface integration must be
adjusted such that the outer boundary coincides with the integration contour path and this leads to the
creation of new elements. This means that different meshes need to be created for the computation
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of line and surface integrals. The method developed by [26] defines the contour path as a rectangle.
By mapping a computational grid to the area of the rectangle, surface integration is carried out at the
central points of the mesh’s rectangles and line integration is evaluated at the midpoints of the edges
of the rectangular grid. This simplification makes it easy to generate a smooth mesh in the contour
boundary and creates vertical and horizontal line integration paths.

Each nodal degree of freedom in the mesh represents displacement components and their first
space derivatives result in stress and strain fields. These are primary unknowns in the stress analysis of
components using finite element method and they are directly obtained from post-processing results.
This means that the line integral quantity of the total J-integral equation can be easily computed from
structural analysis. It should be noted that the boundaries along the crack are not included in the
definition of the integration contour because they do not contribute to the J-integral value. This is
because the displacements along the crack faces of an ideal crack, dy equals zero, and all traction
components ti equal zero since the crack faces are not loaded.

Using the parametric sweep function, it was straightforward to solve for all the combination of
crack depth-to-thickness and crack aspect ratios. This combination solves for the J-integral values in
all the cases.

The corresponding stress intensity factors at the deepest point and surface of the crack were
compared to previous work by [8,33]. For crack aspect ratio, a/c = 1, a maximum percentage error of
3.2% at the deepest point, and 3.9% at the surface point was observed when compared to the work of
Bergman. In contrast, maximum discrepancies of 3.1% and 4.8% were observed at the deepest and
surface points, respectively, when compared to the work of Hoh et al. For a/c = 0.5, differences of
up to 2.4% and 12.3% were observed for deepest and surface points respectively when compared to
Bergman’s work. However, when compared to the work of Hoh et al., discrepancies of up to 1.6%
and 13% were observed in the deepest and surface points, respectively. Finally, for a/c = 0.25, errors
up to 3.1% and 7% were observed in the deepest and surface points, respectively, when compared to
Bergman’s work. In contrast, maximum discrepancies of 4.2% and 7.3% were observed in the deepest
and surface points, respectively, when compared to the work of Hoh et al. It is clear from the analyses
that the effects of stress and strain gradients become more significant in the surface integral calculation
when the crack becomes steep and narrow, therefore, leading to a divergence in the stress intensity
factor values at the surface point of the crack. The trend in the changes of stress intensity factor at the
deepest point and surface point of the crack with respect to changing sizes is shown in Figures 13–15.
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Figure 13. Comparison of SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for semi-elliptical surface
cracks in plain pipe under tension for a/c = 1.
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Figure 14. Comparison of SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for semi-elliptical surface
cracks in plain pipe under tension for a/c = 0.5.
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Figure 15. Comparison of SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for semi-elliptical surface
cracks in plain pipe under tension for a/c = 0.25.

4. Fatigue Crack Propagation Analysis for Semi-Elliptical Surface Cracks in Plain Pipe

Fatigue cracks in offshore structures are undesirable and if not properly monitored can grow
leading to failure of the structure due to cyclic loading. The prediction of fatigue crack growth and
the evolution of the crack shape is, therefore, of great importance in the offshore industry. However,
investigating the fatigue lives of offshore structural components experimentally is costly and requires
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time. Therefore, it is can be particularly useful to estimate the remaining lives of structures by applying
principles such as fracture mechanics.

This section presents the fatigue assessment of an offshore pipe containing semi-elliptical cracks
which are dependent on the stress intensity factor (SIF). The SIF values used are the maximum local
values evaluated on the extreme points of the crack front i.e., the maximum crack depth and crack
length along the pipe surface. A study of the change in crack aspect ratio is also presented. It is
assumed that the pipe is subjected to constant amplitude loading where the stress ratio, R, which is the
ratio of applied minimum stress to applied maximum stress in the fatigue cycle is zero:

R =
σmin
σmax

=
Kmin
Kmax

= 0 (5)

The most widely used model for predicting stable fatigue growth is the Paris model developed by
Paris and Erdogan [34]. It states that the rate of crack growth is proportional to the SIF range through
the power law as shown in Equation (6):

da
dN

= C∆Ka
m or

dc
dN

= C∆Kc
m (6)

Considering the effect of stress ratio, Equation (6) can be rewritten as:

da or dc
dN

= C
(∆Ka or ∆Kc

1−R

)m
(7)

where da is the change in crack depth, dc is the change in crack surface length, dN is the change in the
number of cycles, C and m are material properties given as 5.21× 10−13 and 3, respectively [3], and ∆K
is the change in stress intensity factor defined by Equation (8):

∆K = Kmax −Kmin = Y∆σ
√
πa (8)

Substituting for ∆K in Equation (6) and integrating yields:

dN =

∫
da

C
(
∆σ Y

√
πa

)m (9)

By integrating using the upper and lower limits of a, Equation (9) becomes:

Ni+1 =
1

C∆σm Ym πm/2

2
2−m

[
ai+1

2−m
2 − ai

2−m
2

]
(10)

where Ni+1 is the number of load cycles required to grow a crack from an initial crack depth, (ai) to a
larger crack size ai > ai+1. Unstable crack growth and fracture eventually occurs when the crack depth
reaches a critical value (ac) and Kmax = KIc; Y is the dimensionless shape factor related to the crack
size; ∆σ is the cyclic stress range. The integral in Equation (9) is solved numerically because Y is also
dependent on the crack size. It should be noted that a maximum crack depth of a/t = 0.5 was chosen
in this paper to enable direct comparison of stable crack growth with other researchers.

Previous researchers, such as [35,36], employ a more rigorous approach to account for the crack
shape evolution during fatigue crack growth. This scheme propagates the crack on all the nodes along
the crack front by evaluating the local stress intensity factor at each node. A new crack shape and
size is then determined after each fatigue load cycle. Although this procedure is likely to provide
more practical results, it is generally not employed due to high computational costs. A much simpler
scheme which accounts for the local stress intensity factors at only the deepest and surface points of
the crack is used in the current work for the fatigue crack growth evaluation. A new crack shape is
developed after each loading cycle. However, because the SIFs are only evaluated at these points,
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the subsequently developed cracks will maintain a semi-elliptical shape. The crack is schematically
presented in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Schematic representation of crack shape evolution.

The crack propagation is simulated using the following procedures:

• The stress intensity factors, K, for a surface crack are estimated using Equations (2)–(4) at the
deepest point Ka and at the crack surface Kc. The validation of the current method uses the pipe
geometry in Figure 9.

• By assuming a small linear increment in ai, ∆ai, and substituting for da in addition to substituting
the values of Ka and Kc in Equation (6), the value of dc or ∆ci for the present cycle is evaluated.
Note that the stress ratio, R, is assumed to be zero. Therefore, ∆Ka = Ka and ∆Kc = Kc.

• The crack geometry and shape are updated for the next propagation step by adding ∆ai and ∆ci to
ai and 2ci, respectively.

The procedures above are repeated until the crack depth reaches a prescribed size, in this case the
mid-thickness of the pipe. Figure 17 shows the procedure for predicting fatigue crack growth using the
Paris law, until the ratio of the crack depth to thickness ratio (ai+1/t) reaches 0.5.
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Figure 17. Procedure for evaluating change crack aspect ratio and crack growth.

Using the model developer tool in COMSOL Multiphysics [27], a method was created in the form
of written code to automate the looped process of evaluating the SIFs, updating the crack geometry
and calculating the fatigue life.
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Since the stress intensity factors at the crack deepest point, Ka and surface, Kc differ, the Paris law
governing their values can be rewritten as shown in Equation (11):

dai
dN = CaiKai

m

dci
dN = CciKci

m
(11)

Assuming Cai = Cci and using the initial crack size, the relationship between the change in crack
depth and crack half-length can be derived from Equation (11) to yield:

∆ci =

(
Kci

Kai

)m

∆ai (12)

Equation (12) is employed in COMSOL Multiphysics by dividing the final crack extension (a f − ai)

into a large number of equal increments ∆a = 0.209 mm = 0.01t, to accurately capture the growth
trend and assuming each increment is created at a constant crack growth rate. The post-processing
stage was automated by developing a script that handles the global evaluations of J-integral, SIFs,
and corresponding fatigue life in the previous incremental study and updates the geometry for the
next study. For each increment of crack depth, a new crack half-length is evaluated and the crack
geometry was updated until the crack depth reached half of the pipe thickness.

Figure 18 shows the predicted fatigue crack growth pattern for a set of surface cracks subjected to
tension. The curves demonstrate the change in aspect ratio as the crack grows from an initial size to a
final size, in this case the mid-thickness of the pipe. The initial geometries of the cracks are defined by
(a/t)i and (a/c)i with the values of (a/t)i swept from 0.05 to 0.5, while the (a/c)i values are chosen as
(a/c)i = {0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6}.
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Figure 18. Change in aspect ratio with relative crack depths for external surface cracks in a pipe
under tension showing the final aspect ratio convergence. The legend indicates the initial crack aspect
ratio values.
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For all the initial crack shapes considered, the final a/c ratios were predicted to tend towards
0.8 when the crack depth became equal to half of the pipe thickness, showing good agreement with
previous studies [8,37].

According to Annex M.7.3.4 of BS 7910 [3], it is recommended that the flat plate solution for
stress intensity factors may be applied to external circumferential surface flaws in pipe. As such, the
theoretical stress intensity factor for tension load may be determined using Equation (13) given by:

K = σ

√
π

a
Q

F
(a

t
,

a
c

,φ
)

(13)

for 0 < a/c ≤ 2.0, 0 ≤ a/t < 1 and 0 ≤ φ ≤ π.
Where Q is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind given by:

Q = 1 + 1.464
(a

c

)1.65
(14)

A new set of equations for estimating the stress intensity factors for a semi-elliptical crack in
a pipe are proposed considering that the crack aspect ratio converges to a/c � 0.8. This study only
evaluates the maximum values of SIF at the extreme points of the crack front where the SIF at the crack
depth, Ka = K(π/2) and the SIF at the surface length, Kc = K(0), considering the symmetry boundary
condition in Figure 8.

The thickness and internal radius in this study were kept constant at 20.9 mm and 160.5 mm,
respectively, therefore, the boundary correction factor, F, was normalized using the equation below:

F =

[
t
R

(
Ri

2

Ro2 −Ri2

)
Mext

(a
t

,
a
c

)]
fφg fw (15)

where:

Mext = M0 + M1

(a
t

)
+ M2

(a
t

)2
+ M3

(a
t

)3
+ M4

(a
t

)4
+ M5

(a
t

)5
(16)

and M0, M1, M2, M3, M4, M5 can be written in matrix form as:

α0 β0 γ0 δ0

α1 β1 γ1 δ1

α2 β2 γ2 δ2

α3 β3 γ3 δ3

α4 β4 γ4 δ4

α5 β5 γ5 δ5




1
a
c(

a
c

)2(
a
c

)3

 =



M0

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5


(17)

Assuming the matrix operation above is represented as AAext ×C = Mn, where the elements of
AAext are coefficients (presented in Table 5) obtained from curve-fitting (see Appendix A). Therefore:

Mext = Mn.× Text (18)

where:
Text =

[
1 a

t

(
a
t

)2 (
a
t

)3 (
a
t

)4 (
a
t

)5
]

(19)

while fφ, g and fw are given by:

fφ =

[(a
c

)2
cos2θ+ sin 2θ

]0.25

(20)

gφ= π
2
= 1

gφ=0 = 1−
[
0.1514

(
a
c

)4
− 0.621

(
a
c

)3
+ 0.925

(
a
c

)2
− 0.6075

(
a
c

)
+ 0.0077

] (21)
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fw = 1 (22)

Table 5. Table of coefficients for normalized M-factor, external surface crack.

Subscripts

Coefficients 0 1 2 3 4 5

α 2.3588 0.7325 −20.54 106.17 −209.97 147.31

β 0.2103 −15.042 147.75 −593.83 1075.3 −725.62

γ −0.7112 24.183 −212.69 815.23 −1437.4 953.53

δ 0.2415 −7.5538 64.517 −242.98 423.28 −278.27

Note that these equations are valid for 0.25 ≤ a/c ≤ 1.6 and φ at the deepest and surface point of
the crack are π/2 radians and 0, respectively.

Figures 19–22 show the stress intensity factor results obtained for initial values of a/t, (a/t)i = 0.05
and a/c, (a/c)i = {0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.6} when compared with the literature [3,8] to gain confidence in
the methodology applied in this study. The stress intensity factors obtained from 3-D finite element
computation were compared with analytical results obtained from [3]. For the initial crack aspect ratio,
a/c = 0.25, maximum absolute percentage errors of 2% and 4% in the stress intensity factor solutions
at the deepest point and surface point of the crack were achieved, respectively. For the initial crack
aspect ratio, a/c = 0.5, maximum absolute errors of 2% and 1% at the deepest and surface point of the
crack were achieved, respectively. Additionally, for the initial crack aspect ratio, a/c = 1.0, maximum
absolute errors of 2% and 2% at the deepest and surface point of the crack were achieved, respectively.
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Figure 19. SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for an external semi-elliptical crack in a
pipe under cyclic tension (initial a/c = 0.25).
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Figure 20. SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for an external semi-elliptical crack in a
pipe under cyclic tension (initial a/c = 0.5).
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Figure 21. SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for an external semi-elliptical crack in a
pipe under cyclic tension (initial a/c = 1.0).
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Figure 22. SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for an external semi-elliptical crack in a
pipe under cyclic tension (initial a/c = 1.6).

The stress intensity factors were also compared with numerical results from [8]. For a crack with
an initial aspect ratio of a/c = 0.25, the maximum absolute errors at the deepest and surface points are
2% and 2%, respectively. For an initial crack aspect ratio of a/c = 0.5, the absolute errors at the deepest
and surface points are 2% and 2%, respectively, while the absolute errors for an initial crack aspect
ratio of a/c = 1.0 are 2% and 3% at the deepest and surface points, respectively. These results compare
well with published literature, therefore, demonstrating the applicability of the current methodology
in the determination of stress intensity factor solutions for cracks in pipes.

The SIFs obtained are used to predict the fatigue lives of external surface breaking semi-elliptical
cracks under tensile cyclic load and assuming a stress ratio of R = 0. The cracks are propagated
from an initial crack depth of 1.045 mm (a/t = 0.05) to a final crack depth of 10.45 mm (a/t = 0.5)
considering different aspect ratios.

The predicted fatigue life of an external surface crack in a plain pipe growing from an initial size
of 1.045 mm (a/t = 0.05) to a final size of 10.45 mm (a/t = 0.5) is shown in Figure 23. It is clear that
the predicted fatigue life increases with the initial crack aspect ratio. For example, the fatigue life
increases from about 6.1 million cycles for a crack aspect ratio of a/c = 0.25 to about 17.2 million cycles
when a/c = 1. This behaviour demonstrates that “short” cracks tend to propagate faster than long
cracks, subjected to the same nominal driving force. The fatigue life results were also compared with
the work in [8]. In their work, when the initial crack aspect ratio is a/c = 0.25, the number of cycles
results in about 5.8 million cycles. Likewise, when a/c = 0.5 and a/c = 1.0, the number of cycles equal
7.5 million cycles and 16.3 million cycles, respectively. After a comparison of the number of cycles
predicted using the current method and computational studies by [8], the errors came up to be 3%, 4%,
and 5% for a/c = 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 respectively. Thus, the current model estimates a longer fatigue life by
up to 5%.
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Figure 23. Fatigue crack growth of an external surface crack in a plain pipe.

Similarly, the stress intensity factors, and crack growth of internal surface cracks (Figure 24)
were studied.
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The boundary correction factor, Fa,c, was normalized using Equation (23):

F =

[
t
R

(
Ro

2

Ro2 −Ri2

)
Mint

(a
t

,
a
c

)]
fφg fw (23)

where:

Mint = M0 + M1

(a
t

)
+ M2

(a
t

)2
+ M3

(a
t

)3
(24)
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and M0, M1, M2, M3 can be written in matrix form as:


α0 β0 γ0 δ0 ε0 µ0

α1 β1 γ1 δ1 ε1 µ1

α2 β2 γ2 δ2 ε2 µ2

α3 β3 γ3 δ3 ε3 µ3





1
a
c(

a
c

)2(
a
c

)3(
a
c

)4(
a
c

)5


=


M0

M1

M2

M3

 (25)

Similarly, the matrix operation above can be represented by AAint ×C = Mn, with the elements of
AAint obtained through curve-fitting and presented in Table 6. Therefore:

Mint = Mn.× Tint (26)

where:
Tint =

[
1 a

t

(
a
t

)2 (
a
t

)3
]

(27)

while fφ, g and fw are given by:

fφ =
[(

a
c

)2
cos2θ+ sin 2θ

]0.25

gφ= π
2
= 1

gφ=0 = 1−
[
0.4513

(a
c

)3
+ 1.1384

(a
c

)2
− 0.9029

(a
c

)
+ 0.3397

]
(28)

fw = 1

.

Table 6. Table of coefficients for normalized M-factor, internal surface crack.

Subscripts

Coefficients 0 1 2 3

α 1.4592 3.5643 −13.305 15.029

β 3.469 −43.043 150.22 −157.35

γ −12.11 143.01 −482.17 489.9

δ 19.121 −218.36 714.27 −702.98

ε −14.471 160.71 −510.37 485.22

µ 4.2501 −46.035 141.92 −129.89

The equations presented here are valid for a/c values of 0.25 ≤ a/c ≤ 1 and at the deepest and
surface points of the crack where φ is π/2 radians and 0, respectively.

The 3-D stress intensity factors were computationally evaluated and compared with results
obtained from BS 7910. The stress intensity magnification factors provided in Annex M of [3] were
linearly interpolated to enable comparison.

The stress intensity factors obtained from 3-D finite element computation were compared with
the values obtained from [3] in Figures 25–27. For the initial crack aspect ratio, a/c = 0.25, average
absolute errors of 10% and 11% in the stress intensity factor solutions at the deepest point and surface
point of the crack were achieved, respectively. For the initial crack aspect ratio of a/c = 1.0, average
absolute errors of 5% and 2% in the stress intensity factor solutions at the deepest point and surface
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point of the crack were achieved, respectively. The reason for the large error is not quite certain but
it may be due to the presence of significant curvature in the geometry for the inner surface crack as
compared to the external crack or maybe a lack of consideration of crack growth. However, there is a
similar trend in the stress intensity factors for internal and external surface cracks evaluated using the
current method. This supports the conclusion made by Bergman [33] that the influence functions are
of the same order for both internal and external surface cracks, indicating the absence of basic errors
between the solutions and no significant difference.
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Figure 25. SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for an internal semi-elliptical crack in a
pipe under cyclic tension (initial a/c = 0.25).
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pipe under cyclic tension (initial a/c = 0.5).
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Figure 27. SIFs at the deepest point (Ka) and surface point (Kc) for an internal semi-elliptical crack in a
pipe under cyclic tension (initial a/c = 1.0).

The predicted fatigue crack growth of an internal surface crack growing from an initial depth of
1.045 mm to a final depth of 10.45 mm is shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 28. Fatigue crack growth for an internal surface crack in a plain pipe.

For the initial aspect ratio, a/c = 0.25, the number of cycles required to propagate an internal
crack with an initial depth of 1.045 mm to a final depth of 10.45 mm is about 6.3 million cycles, while for
a/c = 1.0, the number of cycles required is about 18.3 million. The relative difference between the
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fatigue crack growth rate for initial internal cracks of a/c = 0.25 and a/c = 1.0 when compared to
external cracks are about 4% and 6% more, respectively. This may indicate that the external cracks grow
faster than the internal surface cracks hereby requiring earlier assessment. Additionally, the fatigue
crack growth pattern for the internal cracks is presented in Figure 29.
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Figure 29. Change in aspect ratio with relative crack depths for internal surface cracks in a pipe
under tension showing the final aspect ratio convergence. The legend indicates the initial crack aspect
ratio values.

The curves demonstrate the change in aspect ratio as the crack grows from an initial size to a
final size, in this case the mid-thickness of the pipe. The initial geometries of the cracks are defined
by (a/t)i and (a/c)i with the values of (a/t)i swept from 0.05 to 0.5 while the (a/c)i values chosen
as (a/c)i = {0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 1.0}. For all the initial crack shapes considered,
the final a/c ratios were predicted to tend towards are maximum value of 0.88 when the crack depth
became equal to half of the pipe thickness. A conservative assumption can therefore be made
demonstrating that the internal and external cracks maintain similar aspect ratios or shape under the
same fatigue loading and initial geometry.

5. Conclusions

A method for the evaluation of 3D J-integral and the corresponding stress intensity factors using
the first and second derivatives of the displacement field is investigated on an external and internal
surface cracked pipe under tension. On the path independency of the J-integral method, it is reflected
here that the path independency of the integration contours is well preserved. The results presented
consider small to large external and internal semi-elliptical surface cracks of depth-to-thickness ratios,
a/t ranging from 0.05 to 0.5, and for crack aspect ratio values, a/c of 0.25–1.6. The results obtained
compare well with analytical calculations, published literature and standards. Furthermore, a clear set
of empirical equations were developed for three-dimensional stress intensity factors in pipes containing
external and internal surface cracks. The applied method is computationally efficient and reliable,
and it eliminates the need for regular mesh along the crack front. Compared to the domain integral
method in ABAQUS software, which requires the generation of a ring of elements surrounding every
node along the crack front to obtain path-independent J-integral values, the present method can be
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used to evaluate the J-integral and corresponding stress intensity factors on any point along the crack
front by explicitly calculating the first and second derivatives of displacements on a 2D integral domain
defined by a plane perpendicular to the crack front. The fatigue analysis provided demonstrate the
effect of crack location (internal or external) and shape (short or long) on the fatigue life and failure of
steel pipes. It also predicts an increase in the number of cycles to failure compared to similar previous
studies by [8]. Based on the results on a pipe with external crack, a number-of-cycles to failure curve
for a semi-elliptical crack with initial crack aspect ratio of (a/c = 0.25) gives a longer lifetime of 3%
corresponding to 167,471 cycles and an initial crack aspect ratio of (a/c = 0.5) yields a longer lifetime by
4% corresponding to 308,160 cycles. A number-of-cycles to failure curve for a semi-circular crack of
initial crack aspect ratio of (a/c = 1) shows a longer lifetime than previously predicted by about 5%
which corresponds 887,444 cycles. These variations may be because of inconsistency in the selection of
increment in crack extension. A modified analytical solution to estimate the stress intensity factors
during crack propagation of circumferential internal and external cracks is also proposed.

Author Contributions: Conceptualization: A.O. and A.B.; methodology: A.O.; software: A.O. and A.B.; validation:
A.O., A.B. and S.K.; formal analysis: A.O. and A.B; investigation: A.O.; resources: S.K.; data curation: A.O.;
writing—original draft preparation: A.O.; writing—review and editing: A.B.; visualization: A.O.; supervision:
A.B.; project administration: S.K.; funding acquisition: A.O. All authors have read and agreed to the published
version of the manuscript.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Appendix A

The SIF equations presented in this paper were obtained through curve-fitting of 495
parametric solutions, i.e., a/t varied from 0.05 to 0.5 in steps of 0.01 for each value of a/c =

(0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.45, 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6). The coefficients included in Table 4 are shown in
Figure A2.
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Figure A1. Polynomial fitting curves of the normalized F functions of Equation (16) for different initial
external circumferential crack aspect ratios. The goodness of fit indicates more than 99%.
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